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ABSTRAcr 

Two definitions of modular weight (relative to modulus M>O and radix r~2) 

are known. We investigate the problem of when these two definitions are identical. 
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NaTATIONS 

For u:R : 

lxJ denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. 

For a,b£Z : 

ITa,bD= [a,bJIlZ 

fIa,bIT= [a,b[flZ 

]a,bIJ=Ja,bJnZ 

] a, b[l.] a, b[ nZ. 

For x E z~,: : 

{

+1 if x>O 
sign(x): 

-1 if x<O 

Ixlcx.sign(x) (and 101=0). 

For a € Z":', bE Z : 

alb means that a di.vides b. 

a.fb means that a does not divide b. 

For a,bE:Z, M£ N"k : 

a!b [M] means that HI (a-b). 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

We first give some definitions (see [2] for instance). 

Let r be an integer greater than or equal to 2, fixed. 

It is well-known that every positive (respectively negative) integer N 

has a unique representation of the form N~L.nO a.ri , where a.€Z and 
1= 1 1 

Of.'a. <r (respectively -r<a. (0) for all L.0,1, ••. ,no Such a representation is 
1 1 

referred to as the radix-r form for N. 

In the theory of arithmetic codes, it is of interest to consider the fol-

lowing representations : 

DEFINITION 1.1 ~ n i A modified radix-r form of an integer N is N~L..' ° e.r (1.1), 
1.. 1. 

where e.€Z and Ie. ~r for all i.O,1, •.. ,n. 
1 1 

This form is not unique. 

DEFINITION 1.2 A form (1.1) is called minimal if the number of its nonzero 

coefficients is minimal. 

DEFINITION 1.3 The arithmetic weight, W(N), of an integer N is the number 

of nonzero coefficients in a minimal form of N. 

The minimal form is not unique. However, if t}'le coefficients e
1 

(i .. 0,1, ••• , 

n-1) in (1.1) sati.sfy the condition 

e i .ei +1:r 0 

or (ei '€i+1>0 and lei +ei +11<r) 

or (e i ,ei +1<0 and lei !<!ei+l l ), 

(1.2) 
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then form (1.1) is unique and minimal, and we have the following definition: 

DEFINITION 1.4 Form (1.1) is call~l the generalized non~cent form (GNAF) 

of N if the coefficients e. (i.O,l, ••• ,n-l) satisfy condition (1.2). 
1 

To more adequately describe the weight of an error which arises in 

addition modulo M in computer computations, Garcia and Rao [1] introduc~l 

the following definition of ~lular weight : 

DEFINITION 1.5 Let MeN* ; for every a in GO,M-l], the modular weight, 

w~(a), of a is the minimum of W(a) and W(M-a). 

This definition of modular weight does not, in general, satisfy the 

triangular inequality. However, it does hold for the cases of greatest prac

tical interest, namely M .. 2n-l and M .. 2n• 

Clark and Liang [3] gave a new definition of modular weight, which, from 

a mathematical viewpoint, has the advantage that it always satisfies the 

triangular inequality. 

DEFINITION 1.6 Let MENk ; for every a in Z, the modular weight, wM(a), 

of a is defined by wM(a) .. Min(W(X) / Xia [M]). 

The authors notic~l that, if M",rn, rn-l or rn+l, then for every a in 

[0 ,M-l TI one has wM( a) .. w~( a). 

Two questions arise : 

.r. 
1) For which M is the triangular ineq'.1ality SA.tisfi~1 by w~ ? 

2) For which M are the two definitions of modular weight equivalent ? 

(in the sense that, VacUO, M-l] , wM(a).w~~(a». 
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Of course, any M for which question 2) gets a positive answer is such 

that question 1) gets a positive answer ; so the only cases for which we 

shall have to determine whether the two definitions of modular weight are 

equivalent or not are the cases that satisfy the triangular inequality. 

Now question 1) has got an exhaustive answer by Ernvall [4] [5] [6] 

arKl hence we shall make a large use of the result given by this author, 

which is as follows : 

w~ satisfies the triangular inequality if and only if one of the fol

lowing conditions is met: 

1) W(M) .. l 

2) W(M),.2 

3) W(M)=3 arK! the GNAF of M has one of the following forms 

(b>O, c>0, EE{-1,1}) 

3.a arn+~(r+£)rn-l_~crn-2, a~3 ; 

3.b 

3.e 

3.d 

3.e 

'J.g 

:S.h 

3.i 

3.j 

3.k 

3.1. 

n L_ n-l l' i . ar +~.Lr +c.cr, ].~n-2, a ~3, c,,~ 

n n-1 1 n-2 ar +br +f~r ,a~3; 

2 n n-1 ~ i . 1 r +br +ccr, ].~n-3, b(-'2r, c'~~r 

2rn+brn-l+crn-2, b(~ , 

2rn+brn-l_crn-2, b,~(r+l) 

n n- 1 n-2 2r +br --~r ; 

n n-1 i. r +br +€cr, Un-2 

rn+~(r+i)rn-2_fcrn-3 

n L- n-2 i. r +"':!.I.r +£cr, 14:n-3, 

rn+brn-2+E~rrn-3 ; 

arn-~(r+E)rn-l+fcrn-2, 



3.m 

3.n 

3.0 

3.p 

3.q 

3.1' 

3.8 

3.t 

S.u 
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n L--n-1 E i . 2 3 ar -":1l-1. + cr , l~n- , a> , 

arn_brn-l+E~n-2, a)3 ; 

n n-2 n-3 ar -br -~r , a>3 ; 

2rn-brj +Ecri , j.n-1 or n-2, i~j-l 

rn_~(r+E)rn-2+£crn-3 ; 

rn_~rn-2+fcri, i$'n-3, c~~ 

rn_brn-2+E~rn-3 ; 

3n_2.3n- 2+E3i , Un-4 

rn_brn-3_~n-4 ; 

-, 

3.v 2n-2 j +f2i , j .. n-3, n-4 or n-5, i~j-2; 

4) W(M),,4 and the GNAF of M has one of the following forms 

(c>O, d>O, EEI-I,l}) 

4.a rn+rn-l+~(r+€)rn-2_£drn-3 

4.b rn+rn-l+~n-2+Edri, i~n-3, d~~ 

n n-1 c i.cL--i-1 . 2 4.c r +r +ccr ~":11.1. ,l~n-

n n-1 n-2 L- n-3 4.d r +r +cr -":11.r ; 

4.e rn+2rn-l+£crn-2+E~n-3 

4.1 4n+2.4n-2+f4n-3+2£4n-4 

4.g 3n+3n-2+3n-3+3n-4; 

4.h 3n+2E3n-2_f3n-3_f3n-4 

4.i a4n_2.4i+2+E4i+l+2£4i, a,,1 and i..n-4, or a .. 3 and i .. n-3 

n i+2 i+1 i . 2 l' 3 4.j a3 -3 -3 '-3, a .. 1 and 1",n-4, or a.. an< hn- • 

2. PRELIMINARIES. 

In this section, Theorem 2.4 gives 8ufficie"lt conditions for the identity 

of the two definitions of modular weight. As we shall see, these conditions 
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are easy to check, and therefore will be most useful when we prove the 

equivalence of modular weights, for some fixed value of M. 

To prove, for some M, that modular weights are not identical, we shall 

exhibit an integer X, in the set ITO ,M-1]] , such that wM(X)t4W~(X). 

Lemma 2.1 states that if we want to prove, for some M, that m~lular 

weights are identical, we can do it by proving, for any Y in Z represented 

by a ffiOOified radix-r form, the existence of an integer yl which is congruent 

to Y m~lulo M, which is within the set [-M+l,M-1Il, and which can be re-

presented by a m~iified radix-r form containing no more nonzero coefficients 

than the modified radix-r form of Y we started from. 

LEMMA 2.1 Let MeN'1: ; let Y be any integer, represented by a m~iified 

I ' f ,s-1 i IT D ra( 1x-r arm: Y=L., a b, r ,where I b1,I<r for i E 0,s-1 . 
1. ]. 

Let S be the cardinality of the set {bi/O / i € II O,s-lD }. If there exists 

an integer yl satisfying 

(2.1.1) 

(2.1.2) 

(2.1.3) 

Y':Y [M], 

IY'I<M, and 

yl can be represented by a m~lified ra<iix-r 

form with at most S n0nzero coefficients, 

then \t X f[0,M-1D , wM(X):w~(X). 

Proof. Let X be an integer in II O,M-I] • 

wM(X)"Min(W(y) / YiX [M]) .. Min(W(X+kM) / kcZ) 
.f. 

w~(X):Min(W(X) ,W(M-X»: Min(W(X), W(X-M»= Min(W(X+kM) / k £ {O, -1 p. 
Hence wM(X)"w~(X). Let Y be an integer reaching the m~iular weight (as 
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defined by Clark and Liang) of X : W(Y);:wM(X), with YEX [M]. Let us 

represent Y by a minimal modified radix-r form : Y;L~~Ol biri , where 

Ibil<r for iE[O,s'-1IJ ; the cardinality of the set {bilO / i.E [O,s'-lIJ} is 

W(Y). If y', satisfying the three conditions of Lemma 2.1, exists, then 

y'sY [M] IX [M] ; so IY'I<M now implies that either Y':rX or Y' .. X-M. And, since 

* W(y' )~W(Y), we get : wM(X)"Min(W(X) ,W(X-M) ),W(Y' ),W(y) .. wM(X), which implies, 

~ * using w~(X)~wM(X), that wM(X);wM(X). ¢ 

Lemma 2.2 states that the study of a "small" subset is sufficient to 

check that a certain condition is satisfied over an infinite set. 

LE.:MMA 2.2 Let M be a positive integer, represented by its GNAF : 

n "n-1 i 0: JJ I 1 M"ar +L-i=O ai.r ,where O<a<r, and, for iE: O,n-1 , a i <r 

and condition (1.2) is satisfied. Let us define the set H, containing r-1 

elements, as follows: if a:1, H={rn ,2rn , .•• ,(r-1)rn} ; if a>1, 

11.. ar , a+ 1 r , •.. , r-1 r ,r , ... , a-1 r . In both cases, { 
n ( ) n ( ) n n+l () n+l} 

if \fLfH, 3BeZ, jE'N such that 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.2) 

BtJEL [M], 

IBI <r, and 

(j<n) or (j=n and IBI<a), 

then \ftfN~(, \Ie such that lel<r! 3B'fZ, j'€N satisfyi.ng B'rj'Eern+t U1], 

(2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 

Proof. First, notice that if L is the opposi te of an element of H, for which 
. , 

suitable Band j have been found, then B' .. -B and j'",j satisfy B'r]:: L [M], 

(2.2.1) and (2.2.2). The proof is by induction on t. 

Let us first deal with the case t.:1. 
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-. 

Let Y:ern+1 ; we assume, without loss of generality, that O<e<r. If 

e(a-1, then Y e H; so we assume that e>a-1. Now ern€ H: 3 B 0' jo verifying 
. . +1 

BorJoiern [M], (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). We have Y_BorJo [M]. 

Case 1: jo (n-1. 

Choose B' .. Bo ' and j '=jo +1 they satisfy the required conditions. 

Case 2: jo"n-1. 

Then Y!Born [M]. If 1Bol<a, choose B'=Bo ' and j'= TI. If IBol)a, either 
. , 

B rn or -B rn belongs to H ; therefore, 3B', j' satisfying B'rJ:: Born [M] EY [M], o 0 

(2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 

Case 3: jo=n. 

Y:: B r n+1 [M], where I B I <a ; either B r n+1 or -B r n+1 belongs to H, so we o 0 0 0 

can choose B' and j' satisfying the required conditions. 

Thus the case t::l is solved. 

The induction assumption is as follows: Vd such that Idl<r, jB, j 

verifying Brj !drn+t - 1 [M] (t~2), as well as (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). 

Let Y:ern+t (where O<e<r without loss of generality). Using the 

. 1 t" . h . B I' . f' B j n+t-l [M] J.n< uc 10n assumptJ.on, t ere eX1st 0 an( Jo satls ylng or o:er , 
. +1 

(2.2.1) and (2.2.2~ Hence Y:BorJo [M]. The analysis of the c~ses jo<n-1, 

jo= n-1 and jo= n is the same as in the case t: 1. 0 

Lemma 2.3 states that, in a modified radix-r form, one can add one term 

without increasing the number of nonzero coefficients in the form by more 

than 1. 
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LEMMA 2.3 Let Y be an integer represented by a modified radix-r form : 

,8-1 i rr; ] Y:£-i .. O bir ,where Ibii(r for i€uO ,s-1 • Let S be the car-

dinalityof the set {b.jlO / ie[0,8-1]}. Let Y1=Y+c. rjo, where O<lc. I<r. 
1 Jo Jo 

Then Y1 can be represented by a modified radix-r form containing at most S+1 

nonzero terms. 

Proof. We need only to prove the case j 0:0, other cases not being more dif

ficult to deal with. Let us write 

(bs- 1 bs-2 ••• • •• b2 b1 bo) "" Y 

+ (~) 
---------------------------------

(d d 1 d 2 s s- s-

Let s' be the cardinality of the set { <li/O / k€ IT o,s]]- Let ko be the least 

integer such that ~o=O (if ko doesn't exist, then S=s and S'~s+1 lead to 

S''(S+1). Then we have, for i € [k +1,s-1]], d.:b., and d =0, because no carry o 1 1 S 

can overpass position k (if k = s-1, we have only d ;0). Therefore, a nonzero o 0 s 

coefficient can be produced in Y1 in a position where Y has a zero coef-

ficient only if this position is k • This proves that S~"'S+1. 0 o 

We can now give Theorem 2.4, which states that, with the exception of 

some cases, to find Band j for each element in H is sufficient to prove 

the equivalence of modular weights. 

THEOREM 2.4 Let M be a positive integer, represented by its GNAF : 

n ,n-1 i IT JJ M:ar +£-. ° a.r ,where O(a<r, and, for i€ O,n-l , 1 aI' l<r 
1_" 1 

and condition (1.2) is satisfied. Let H be defined as in Lemma 2.2. 

If either (M~arn) or (M<arn and all) or (M<arn , ad and W(M).,.,2) , 

and if V'L€H, 3B€Z, jeN such that 
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BJ.i L [M], 

IBI<r, and 
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(2.2.2) (j<n) or (j.,n and IBI<a), 

then 'I X € IT 0, M-1]] , wM(X).: w~(X). 

Proof. Let Y be an integer represented by a modified radix-r form : 

y"L.~~Ol b.ri , where Ib.l<r for iE.' 0: 0,s-1]. We assume, without 
~- 1. ~ 

loss of generality, that Y is positive. For Y we want to find y' satisfying 

conditions (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) of Lemma 2.1. 

Case 1: M~arn (the term of highest degree, after arn [if there is one], is positive). 

If s-1<n or if (s-1:n and b 1=b (a), then s- n 
( ) n ~n-1 ( ) i ( ) n n n Y~ a-1 r +L-i;O r-1 r : a-I r +r -l=ar -l<M in this case, we choose y'., Y. 

Therefore we shall assume that either Y contains a term bnrn where bn)a, or Y 

contains terms of <iegree more than n. The hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 enables us 

to use Lemma 2.2, and state that, for any term in Y with degree more than or 
. t 

equal to n, say btr\ there exist Band j such that BrJibtr [M], and (2.2.1) 

and (2.2.2) are satisfied. So, starting from Y, we construct integers Yl'Y2, .•. 

by successively replacing the terms with degree more than n, or equal to n 

and having a coefficient superior or equal to a (in absolute value), by terms 

with degree less than n, or equal to n and having a coefficient inferior to a 

(in absolute value). At each step, by Lemma 2.3, Yh+
1 

can be represented by 

a modified radix-r form containing at most as many nonzero coefficients as the 

form of Yh • At the end, we get an integer YF which is congruent to Y mcxlulo M, 

and which can be represented by a modified radix-r form containing no more 

nonzero coefficients than the form of Y we started from. Moreover, this forn: 

contains no term with degree more than n, and eHher it contains no term 

with degree n, or it contains a term with degree n and coefficient inferior 
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to a (in absolute value). Hence IYFI<M, and we can therefore choose Y'.::YF. 

Case 2: M<arn (the term of highest degree, after arn , is negative). 

We proceed in the same way as in Case 1, till we get an integer YF which is 

congruent to Y modulo M, and which can be represented by a modified radix-r 

form containing no more nonzero coefficients than the form of Y, containing 

no term with degree more than n, and either containing no term with degree 

n or containing a term with degree n and coefficient inferior to a (in 

absolute value). But now we cannot conclude that IYFI <M. If IYFI <M, then we 

can choose Y':YF. So we assume that IYFI>M, and, without loss of generality, 

that YF>M. Hence we can write YF=l:.nO c.ri , where c <a and Ic
1
· I<r for 

1= 1 n 

i E IT 0,n-1]] • As M is represented by its GNAF, 

M~arn-(a-l)rn-1-(r-a)rn-2-(a_1)rn-3_ •• o •• , or M~arn_arn-1+arn-2_arn-3+ •• o .• 

Sub-case 1: a>1. 

Because YF>M, necessarily c ::a-1 and c 1>r-a>0 (otherwise, we should get n n-

( ) n ( ) n-1 '" n-2 ( ) i n n-1 ) YF' a-1 r + r-a-1 r +Li:O r-1 r ,that is Yr,ar -ar -1<M. Then 

- hCn_1-r~-a>-r, and we can represent YF as follows : 

YF~=(a-1)rn+rrn-1+(c 1-r )rn- 1+L ~-02 c. ri", arn+(c l~r )rn- 1+,L ~-02 c. ri • 
n- 1= 1 n- 1. 1 

We have not increased the number of nonzero coefficients in the representation 

of YFo We next replace arn, and we get a suitable integer, which we can call y'. 

Sub-case 2: a=1 and W(M).2. 

M).rn-(r-1)rn- 2: rn_rn-1+rn-2 .. (r_1)rn- 1+rn- 2 ; and YF=L~:6 ciri . Because YF>M, 

. 1 « ) n-1 '" n-3 ( ) i neC€SSar1 y c 1:: r-1 and c 2>0 otherwise, YF, r-1 r +L. 0 r-l r , 
n- n- L" 

h · () n-1 n-2 t at 18 YF' r-1 r +r -1<M). Then we can represent YF as follows: 

YF=(r-1)rn- 1+rrn- 2+(c 2-r)rn-2+L:~-03 c.ri.rn+(c 2-r)rn-2+l:~-03 c.ri , 
n- v.]. n- 1:: 1. 

where -1~cn_2-r>-r. We replace r n , and we get Y'. 0 
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We shall make a large use of Theorem 2.4 in the cases W(M)=I and W(M):2. 

In the only case of the case W(M):3 that we shall have to deal with, we shall 

need slightly different sufficient conditions to prove the identity of modular 

weights. For sake of simplicity, we didn't give these sufficient conditions in 

Theorem 2.4. 

3. CASE r:2. 

In this section, we give results in the binary case, although they will 

be included in the general case, because the binary case is of great theore-

tical and practical interest, and because the results are easy to state and 

to prove. 

Using Ernvall's results, we see that, in the binary case, triangular in-

equali ty holds if and only if 

W(M).,2, or 

W(M):3, ami the GNAF of M has one of the following forms 

(EE{-1,1}) 

M;2n+2n- 2+f2i , i'n-4 ; 

~h2n-2j+E2i, n-54'j~n-2, i'j-2. 

LEMMA 3.1 If W(M)(2, then modular weights are identical. 

Proof._ Using Theorem 2.4, it is sufficient to check that 2n satisfies 2n", 0 [M], 

2
n= 2] [M] or 2n= -2j [M] (j<n), which is obviously the case if M=2n or 

M:2n+E2j (E € { -1,1}, j(n-2). 0 

LEMMA 3.2 If W(M)=3, and the GNAF of M has one of the above two forms, then 

modular weights are not identical. 
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Proof. Case 1: M.2n+2n- 2+E2i (i(n-4, EE{-l,l}). 

Choose X:2n_2n- 2_E2i • XE[O,M-l]. M+X=2n+1, which proves that 

( ) n-l c i+l wM X .... 1. M-X:2 +c2 • X and M-X are represented by their GNAFs, which 
.... 

show that wM(X);2>wM(X). 

Case 2: M=2n-2j +E2i (n-5~j~-2, i~j-2, E~{-l,l}). 

Choose X:2j-£2i. XcII O,M-ll], and X is represented by its GNAF. 

M+X:2n, hence wM(X)=l. M_X:2n_2j+l+c2i+l ; this form is the GNAF of M-X, 

unless j+l:n-l, in which case M_X=2j+l+E2i +l , which is now the GNAF of M-X. 
J. 

And the GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X):2.0 

Notice that we could have proved, in exactly the same way, that, if 

W(M)=3, modular weights are not identical. 

We have shown the following 

TIlEOREM 3.3 In the binary case, modular weights are identical if and only 

if W(M).$'2. 

4. GENERAL CASE. 

Now we have to deal with the general case. This section is divided 

into four parts, corresponding to the cases W(M)=l, W(M)",2, W(M)=3, and 

W(M):4. In the cases W(M)=3 and W(M):4, most proofs are givep in appendix, 

for the interested reader only, because they often look alike. 

4.1. W(M)::1. 

LEMMA 4.1.1 If W(M)=l, then modular weights are identical. 
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Proof. M.rarn (O<a<r). arn .. O [M] ; let k be an integer, ba, and divide k by 

a : k,,~a+Ro' where ~)1 and O"Ro <a. Then krn:~(arn)+R~rn!Rorn [M]. 

Particular values for k give us the conditions of Theorem 2.4. 0 

4.2. W(M)=2. 

We shall successively deal with the cases 
n n-l M",ar -br , 

n n-l M::ar +br , 

and M:::arn+£brj (O<a<r, O<b<r, yn-2, tE l-l,l}). 

We shall then give the general result, in that case W(M)~2. 

LEMMA 4.2.1 If W(M):2, and the GNAF of M has the form arn_brn··1 (b)O) , 

modular weights are identical if and only if a=2 or 2b:r. 

Proof. We shall successively deal with the cases a/2 and 2b, r, a=2, 2b.rr. 

Case 1: a,2 and 2b~r. 

M:arn_brn-1 (O<a<r, O<b<r). Because M is represented by its GNAF, we also 

have b<a (hence all, and so a~3). Choose X:::rn+brn- 1 ; Xe[O,M-l]], and is 

given here by its GNAF, for l+b<l+a~r. M+X",(a+l)rn (if a=r-l, M+X"rn+1) 

hence wM(X):1. M-X=(a-1)rn-2brn-1• 

If 2b<a-l, M-X is represented here by its GNAF. 

If 2b~a-l, we can write M-X.(a-2)rn+(r-2b)rn-1, where 0(a-2<r and 0<lr-2bl<r, 

Sign(r-2b) is unknown, but b<a => -r+2b(-r+a+a-2(a-2 (1), and 

2b~a-l => a-2+r-2b<r (2). So if r-2b<0 (respectively )0), we use (1) (respec.

tively (2» to check that M-X is given by its GNAF. And now the GNAFs of X 

and M-X show that w~(X)=2, which proves Case 1. 
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Case 2: a=2. 

Because M is given by its GNAF, b:l, a~l so M:2rn_rn- 1 • 

H::{2rn,3rn, ••• ,(r-1)rn,rn+l:rrn}. 2rnErn- 1 [M] ; let ee[ 3,rTI. 

show that 3 BE'Z and j E' N such that Brj : ern [M], 

(2.2.1) IBI<r, and 

(2.2.2) (j<n) or (j=n and IBI<2), 

If we 

then we are in the con(iitions of Theorem 2.4, which proves Case 2. 

Divide e by 2 ; e.:2~ +~, ~~1 a~l Ro"'O or 1. Then 

ern.:Q (2rn)+R rn.=O r n- 1+R rn [M]. 
00'0 0 

~, ern;~rn-1 [M] ; as ~:~e, ~<r. Hence we can choose B=~, j=n-l 

~, ern=(~ +1)(2rn)-rn:(~ +1_r)rn- 1 [M]. 3~e« and ~. L~eJ imply that 

U~<r-1, and so 1~+l-rl<r. Hence we can choose B"Qo+1-r and j:=n-l. 

Case 3: 2b:r. 

M::arn_~rn-l (O<a<r, r even, r~4). Because M is given by its GNAF, a>~ 

(and so a ~3). H.: tarn ,(a+1)rn , ••• , (r-1)rn , r n+1 , ••• ,(a-1 )rn+1) • 

arn.:~rn-l [M] ; 

(a+l)rn: 2arn-(a-l)rn.=rn-(a-l)rn [M] =(2-a)rn [M], where i 2-al <a (because a~3) 

(a+2)rnE(3-a)rn [M], with 13-al<a 

(a+(a-2) )rn=«a-1)-a)rn [M] = _rn [M], 1-:1. 1 <a 

(2a-l)rn::O [M]. 

Let e be an integer greater than 2a-1, and divide e by 2a-1 e=~(2a-1)+Ro~ 

o ~1, O~R <2a-1. Then ern:R rn [M]. 
'0 0 0 

~, choose B=Ro ' j=n. 

If a~o <2a-1, we have just seen that Ror n:!mn- 1 [M] or Rorn..,Brn [M], with 1BI< a. 

Taking particular values for e, leading to the elements of H, shows 

that we are in the conditions of Theorem 2.4. 0 
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n n-1 ( ) LEMMA 4.2.2 If W(M)~2, and the GNAF of M has the form ar +br b>O , 

modular weights are identical if and only if 

2b:r, or a:1, or (a=2 and (blr or b:2». 

~lular weights are not identical if and only if (a)3 and 2b,r), or 

(a=2 and b/2 and b(r). 

Proof. We shall successively deal with the cases a~.3 and 2b~r, a)3 and 

2bcr, a=2 and bl2 and b(r, a=2 and b:2 and r is odd, a=2 and blr, a=1. 

Case 1: a~3 and 2b*r. 

M:arn+brn-1 (3<a<r, O<b<r, b~~). Because this is the GNAF of M, we have 

a+b<r (hence a<r-1). Choose X:2rn_brn-1:rn+(r_b)rn-1; X€ITO,M-1], because 

a)3. If b:1, 2rn_brn-1 is the GNAF of X, and if b>1, rn+(r_b)rn- 1 is the 

GNAF of X (because r-b+1<r). M+X=(a+2)rn , with a<r-l ; if a:r-2, then 

M+X:rn+l. Therefore wM(X):1. M-X:(a-2)rn+2brn-1• 

If 2b+a-2<r, we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If 2b+a-2~r, we can write M-X:(a-1)rn+(2b-r)rn- 1, where 0<a-1<r and 

O<12b-rl<r. Sign(2b-r) is unknown, but a+b<r => a-l+2b-r<r (1), and 

2b+a-2~r ~ r-2b<a-l (2). So if 2b-r>O (respectively <0), we use (1) 

(respectively (2» to check that we have the GNAF of M-X. In all cases, the 
.,~ 

GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)",2, which ends Case 1. 

Case 2: a)3, 2b:r. 

M=arn+~n-l (3~a<r). Because this is the GNAF of M, we have a+~<r, Le. 

a<~. H={arn,(a+l)rn, ••• ,(r-1)rn,rn+1, ••• ,(a-l)rn+1J. 

n L_ n-l [ ] ar E -'2J:r M; 

(a+l)rn=_~rn-1+rn [M]=~rn-l [M] ; 

(a+2)rn=~rn-l+rn [M]:(1-a)rn [M], with 11-al<a 
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(a+(a+1»rn~«a+1)-1-a)rn [M]:O [M]. 

Let e be an integer greater than 2a+1 divide e by 2a+1 e=~(2a+l)+Ro' 

~~1, O~Ro<2a+1. Then ernsRorn [M]. 

If R <a, choose B:R , j=n. 
---0-- 0 

If a.$R <2a+1, R rn=:f:~rn-1 [M], or R rn:Brn [M], where 1 BI <a. 
---(0 0 0 

Taking particular values for e, leading to the elements of H, shows 

tha t we are in the cornU tions of Theorem 2.4. 

Case 3: a;2, b/2 and blr. 

M=2rn+brn-1 (3~b<r, b!r). Because this is the GNAF of M, we have b+2<r. 

n n-1 IT iT! Divide r by b : r.::~b+Ro' ~~1, O<Ro <b. Oloose X"r +Ror ; X€ O,M-1lJ 

and is given by its GNAF, because 1+R <1+b<r. X+Q M;2rn(1¥l ) ; since 
00'0 

n ( ) n-1 b>2,r~7, and 2(1~)<r. Therefore, wM(X)=l. M-X~r + b-Ro r ,where 

1+b-Ro<r. Hence we have the GNAF of M-X. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that 

w~(X)=2, which ends Case 3. 

Q;lse~: a:2, b",2 and r is odd (the case r even is included in Case 5). 

M.::2rn+2rn-1• Because this is the GNAF of M, r~5. 

H: 2r ,3r , •.• , r-l r ,r :rr • f n n () n n+1 nJ 

2rn:: _2rn-1 [M], 1-21<r ; 

3rn: (r_2)rn-1 [M], Ir-21<r 

4rn = _4rn-1 [M], 1-41 <r ; 

2qr~-2qrn-1 [M], 1-2ql<r 

(2q+l)rn:(r-2q)rn-1 [M], Ir-2ql<r 

So we see that we are in the cornlitions of Theorem 2.4. 
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Case 5: a:2 and blr. 

M~2rn+brn-l (O<b<r, blr : r=GQb, r~GQ~2). Because M is given by its GNAF, 

{ 
n n () n n+l nJ b+2<r. H; 2r ,3r , ••• , r-l r,r .rr • 

2rn=-_brn- 1 [M], I-bl <r ; 

3rn:(r_b)rn- 1 [M], Ir-bl<r ; 

2qrn=_qbrn- 1 [M], l-qbl<GQb~r 

(2q+l)rn:(r-qb)rn- 1 [M], Ir-qbl<r 

n_ n-l [ ] _ n [ ] 2Qor =-GQbr M = -r M, 

(2Qo +l)rn:O [M]. 

If necessary, we go on until we have reached all the elements in H «ii-

viding by 2GQ+1 as we have already seen), thus showing that we are in the 

conditions of Theorem 2.4. 

Case 6: a= 1. 

n n-l ( M"r +br O<b<r). Because M is given by its GNAF, b+l<r. 

H:{rn,2rn, .•• ,(r-l)rn1. r n:_brn- 1 [M], I-bl<r. For each element L:1.n H, we 

want to find Bez and jEN such that Brj::L [M], 

(2.2.1) IBI<r, and 

(2.2.2) j<n. 

Because r~ rrn-\_brn- 1 [M] (I-bl<r), we can allow B to be such that IBI~r. 

let sE[2,r-l] : srnEH ; srn:krn+(s-k)rn , kEZ. Hence srn:(kr-b(s-k»rn- 1 [M]. 

So if an integer k, such that Ikr-b(s-k)l,*r, exists, then we are in the 

conditions of Theorem 2.4. But r-b~O, hence r+sb~r+sb-r+b, and 

~:~~ ~~b+1. Therefore, there exists an integer k such that 

~~~ ~ k ~ s~~ ,whtch implies I kr-b(s-k) I~r, and ends Case 6. 

Thus lemma 4.2.2 is proved. 0 
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LEMMA 4.2.3 If W(M)=2, and the GNAF of M has the form arn+Ebr
j 

(b>O, 

ee{-I,I}, j,n-2), modular weights are identical if and only if 

-2 n J' n n-2 n EJ........-n-2 M.2.4n-2.4n ,or M.r +Er , or M;3 -2.3 ,or M:r + ~~~ • 

Notice that, in the binary case, this lemma states that, if W(M)= 2, 

then modular weights are identical. 

Proof. We shall successively deal with the cases a)2 (where modular weights 

are rot identical, unless M.2.4n_2.4n-2), 8;1 and b.1 (where modular weights 

are identical), a.l and b%r (where modular weights are not identical, unless 

Mc3n_2.3n- 2), a=l and blr and b;1 (where modular weights are not identical, 

unless M:rn+E~rn-2, which is studi~l in the fifth (and last) case). 

Case 1: a~2. 

M.arn+£brj (2,a<r, O<b<r, Ee!-I,l], j~n-2). Choose X:rn-Ebrj ; X€ [O,M-l], 

( ) n . n+1 and is represented by its GNAF. M+X: a+1 r ; 1f acr-l, M+X.r • Hence 

wM(X):l. M-X:(a-1)rn+2fbrj • 

If 2b<r, then we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If 2b~r, we can write M-X.(a-l)rn+Erj +1+t(2b-r)rj , where 2b-r)O and 

1+2b-r<r. Hence, 

if j+l<n-1, then M-X is represented by its GNAF. 

If j+1.n-1, then M-X:(a-1)rn+Ern-1+E(2b-r)rn-2. 

If €=+1, then we have the GNAF of M-X, because a-1+E<r. 

If f=-l, 1£I<a-1 and M-X is given by its GNAF, unless a=2, in which 

case M-X.(r-l)rn-1-(2b-r)rn-2, where 2b-r)O an(1 2b-r(r-1, which proves that 

we have the GNAF of M-X. 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2, unless 

j+1=n-1, c~-1, a:2 and 2b:r, in which case M-X:(r-l)rn-1• So we are now 
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going to study the case M.2rn_~n-2 (r even, r~4). 

n-1 l..-.,n-2 IT ] d' . by' GNAF If r~6, choose X::r +'21..L ; XE O,M-1 an is given its • 

X+3M=6rn, and, because r~6, wM(X).l. M_Xarn+(r_2)rn-1, which is a GNAF. We 

can then conclude that w~(X)=2. 
n n-2 f n n n+1J If r.4, M=2.4 -2.4 • H: t2.4 ,3.4,4 • 

2.4nc2.4n- 2 [M] ; 

3.4n.4.4n_4n.=4.4n-2_4n [M] = _3.4n-1 [M) , 

4n+1.4n-1 [M]. 

So we are in the conditions of Theorem 2.4, and Case 1 is solved. 

Case 2: a=1, b.1. 

M=rn+Erj (E£( -1,1 J, j.~n-2). H.t rn ,2rn , ••• ,( r-1 )rnj-

rn:;-Erj [M], andVeEIT 1,r-l], ern:-Eerj [M], where I-Eel<r and j<n. 

Hence we are in the conditions of Theorem 2.4. 

Case 3: a.1, b¥r. 

M.:rfl+fbrj (Ub<r, b¥r, EE~-l,lJ' j~n-2). 

Let k be an integer such that O<b(k-1)<r and r<kb<2r-l (1<k<r). 

If E:+1, choose X",rn-(k-1)brj ; XE IT O,M-l] , and is given by its GNAF. 

X+(k-l)M",krn ; as k<r, this shows that wM(X):1. M-X:rj +1+(kb-r)rJ , 

where kb-r>O, and kb-r+1<r, so we have here the GNAF of M-X. And the GNAFs 
,J. 

of X and M-X show that wM(X).2. 

If E. -1, choose X.rj +1+(kb-r)rj ; xelIo,M-l] and is given by its GNAF. 

X+kM.krn, which proves that wM(X)",l. M-X.rn-rj +1-rj (b(k+1)-r), where 

b(k+1)-r>O. 

If l+b(k+l)-r<r an<l j+1<n-1, then we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If l+b(k+l)-r<r and j+l",n-1, then M-X",(r-1)rn-1-rn- 2(b(k+l)-r), and 

this is the GNAF of M-X, because O<b(k+1)-r<r-1. 

If 1+b(k+1)-r~r, we write M-X .. rn-2r j +1-rj (b(k+l)-2r), where b(k+l)-2r~-1. 
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If b(k+1)-2r.-1, then Ib(k+1)-2rl<I-21, and if b(k+1)-2r~O, then 2+b(k+1)-2r<r, 

using kb<2r-1 and b<r. So, 

if ;+1<n-1, we conclude that we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If j+1"n-l, then M-X,,(r-2)rn-1-rn-2(b(k+1)-2r), where, if b(k+1)-2r:-1, 

then r-2+lb(k+l)-2rl<r, and, if b(k+1)-2r~O, then b(k+l)-2r<r-2. In both 

cases, we have found the GNAF of M-X. 

Now, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X).2, unless j+1:n-l and 

b(k+1)-2r.O (in which case M-X:(r-2)rn-1). But b(k+1)=2r and b(k-1)<r imply 

2r 2b>r, and, because b<r, we get k.2, and so b::3"' 

Therefore, we are going to study the case M:rn_2;rn-2 (r a multiple of 3). 

f 6 8r n-2 IT]] '3 n-l r n-2 I r>, choose X=~r ; X£ O,M-1 • If r:6, we wr1te X: r -3r , 

r . n-1 2r n-2 2r where 3<3, and if r~9, we wr1te X:2r +3r ,where 2+y<r. In both cases, 

we have the GNAF of X. X+4M=4rn, so, because.r~6, wM(X):1. And 

( ) n-1 r n-2 r M-X:; r-3 r -'3r ,where 3<r-3. So this is the GNAF of M-X. Now, the 

* GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X):2. 

If 3 n n-2 j n n} n n-2 [ ] r: , M.3 -2.3 ,and H=13 ,2.3 • 3 :2.3 M , and 

2.3n", 3n+1_3n:2.3n-1_3n [M] : _3n-1 [M]. Therefore we are in the conditions 

of Theorem 2.4, and Case 3 is solved. 

Case 4: a=1 and blr (b,t1). 

M::rn+Ebr j (Ub~~, r:~b where 2~~~~, EEl-l,l J' j~n-2, r~4). 
If e:-1, M:rn-brj ; choose X .. r j +1+brj ; X! IT O,M-1] and is given by its 

GNAF, because l+b~l+~<r. X+(~+1)M=(~+1)rn ; as Qo+l<r, wM(X)=l. 
'+1 ' M-X=rn-rJ -2brJ • 

If 1+2b<r and j+l<n-1, this is the GNAF of M-X. 

If 1+2b<r and j+1:n-1, then M-X:(r-l)rn-1_2brn- 2, where 2b<r-1, so this is 

the GNAF of M-X. 
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If 1+2b~r, then necessarily 2b.r, and M_X:rn_2rj +1• 

If j+l<n-1, this is the GNAF of M-X. 

If j+l...n-l, then M-X.(r-2)rn-1• 

* So, in the case E= -1, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X)=2, unless 

2b:r and j+1"n-l, which will be studied in Case 5. 

f c. n j I c;;:+1, M .. r +br • 

If 2btr, then r)6. Oloose Xcrj +1+2brj ; XeGO,M-l] and is given by its 

GNAF, because b/r and 2blr imply 1+2b<r for r)6. X-(~+2)M=-(~+2)rn, 
"+1 " 

where ~+2~~+2<r for r~6, and so wM(X):l. M-X.rn-rJ -brJ , where l+b<r. So, 

if j+l<n-1, this is the GNAF of M-X. 

If j+l:n-l, then M-X=(r-l)rn-1-brn-2, and this is the GNAF of M-X, because 

b<r-1. In the case 2blr, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X):2. 
. "+1; 

If 2b:r, M,.rn+~rJ. Choose X .. r J +~r' ; xe GO,M-ln and is represented 

here by its GNAF. X-3M:-3rn, which proves that wM(X)=1. M-X:rn-rj +l • 

So, if j+l<n-l, we have the GNAF of M-X, a~l if j+1 .. n-1, M-X:(r-l)rn-1. 

A~l, in that caseE:+1, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X):2, unless 

2b"r and j+l .. n-l, which we are now going to study. 

Case 5: a::1, 2b:r and j::n-2. 

n n-2 ( M"r +£~r tel-l,l}, r even, 

n 1_ n-2 [ ] If t :+1, r :-~cr M; 

2rn=_rn- 1 [M] 

3rnE(r-l)rn- 1 [M] 

4rn=_2rn- 1 [M] 

2qrnE_qrn-1 [M], I-ql<r 

(2q+l)rn:(r_q)rn-1 [M], Ir-ql<r } 



If E:-1, rni~n-2 [M] ; 

2rnirn-1 [M] ; 

3rn:4rn-rnE(2-r)rn-1 [M] 

4rl1:2rn-1 [M] 
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2qrniqrn-1 [M], Iql<r ; 

(2q+1)rni(q+l-r)rn-1 [M], !q+l-r!<r } q£[ 1,k-l]. 

In both cases, we are in the conditions of Theorem 2.4, which ends 

Case 5. Thus Lemma 4.2.3 is proved. 0 

We can now state the following theorem, which assembles the results 

obtained in Section 4.2. : 

1HEOREM 4.2.4 If W(M)=2, modular weights are identical if and only if 

the GNAF of M has one of the following forms : 

(a)O, b)O, EEI-1,l}) 
n n-l M;2r -r ; 
n n-1 M:ar +Ekr , a)3 

n n-1 M.=r +br ; 

M",2rn+2rn-1 ; 

M:2rn+brn-1, blr 

M::rn+Erj, j~n-2 

M;:rn+E~n-2 ; 

M:2.4n_2.4n-2 

M:3n_2.3n- 2• 
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4.3. W(M);·3. 

In that case, it is sufficient to study the cases where the GNAF 

of M has one of the forms S.a to S.v (see Introduction), so that the 

triangular inequality holds. 

Lemma 4.3.1 states that, in almost all of these cases, modular 

weights are not identical. 

LEMMA 4.3.1 If W(M)=3, and if the GNAF of M has one of the forms S.a 

to 3.g, or 3.i to 3.v, then modular weights are not identical. 

The only remaining case, 3.h, will be studiecl after the proof of 

this lemma. 

Proof. We give here a proof only for form S.a, and refer the interested 

reader to Appendix A for the other cases. Form S.a is as follows : 

M=arn+~(r+E)rn-1_Ecrn-2 (3'a<r, EEl-l,l}, O<c<r). Because M is given here 

by its GNAF, we also have a+~(r+E)<r, or a<~(r-E), and, if £:+1, c<~(r+1), 

and, if £:-1, c+~(r-l)<r ; so we see that, in both cases, c<~(r+l). 

Choose X::(a-l)rn+~(r-t)rn-l+tcrn-2 ; Xt:[ O,M-l IJ, and is given by its GNAF, 

because of the above remarks. X+M:2arn ; since 2a<r, wM(X)=l. 

n ( ) n-2 M-X:r +E r-2c r ,where O<r-2c<r. Therefore we have the GNAF of M-X, 

and the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 0 

Unfortunately, we didn't succeed in completely solving form S.h : 

it contains one case we didn't solve entirely. However, by using c.onditions 

similar to those given in Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, we shall prove that, 

when W(M).,3, modular weights are identical in some cases. Let us first 

rule out, in this form, some cases for which modular weights are not identical. 
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LEMMA 4.3.2 If W(M)=3, and if the GNAF of M has form S.h where the 

case i::n-2,£:+1, 2c:r is excluded, then modular weights 

are not identical. 

Th 1 .. bca' M n brn-1+L n-2 wh O<b<l-e on y rema1n1ng su se 1S .r + ~Lr, ere ~L, 

for which we have only incomplete results. 

n n-1 i ( s} Proof. Form 3.h is as follows: M.r +br +Ecr O<b<r, O(c(r, EE l -1,1 , 

i,n-2). Because this is the GNAF of M, b<r-l, and, ifi .. n-2, ifE.:+l,b+c<r, 

whereas, if E:: -1, then c<b. Choose X.::(r-b)rn- l -£cri ; xe[ O,M-1I] and is 

given by its GNAF, because of the above remarks. M+X:2rn, so wM(X)=1. 

M-X:2brn-1+2Ecri ; the problem is to find the GNAF of M-X. We shall only 

give the GNAF of M-X in all the different cases, for a very similar work 

has already been done, in order to find the GNAF of M-X::::2rn-2brn- 2+2£cri 

(i'n-3). The reader is referred to Appendix A (Form 3.p,Case 2). We shall 

successively study the cases i<n-2, and i:n-2. 

Case 1: i<n-2. 

If 2b(r, 

n-1 i if 2c<r, M-X::::2br +2£cr 

if 2c~r, 

if i+1<n-2, M-X:2brn-l+Eri+l+E(2c-r)ri 

if i+l:n-2, 

if E:-1, M_X:2brn-l_rn-2_(2c_r)rn-3 

if E: +1, 

if 2b+1<r, M_X,2brn-l+rn-2+(2c_r)rn-3 ; 

if 2b+1=r, M-X:rn_(r-1)rn-2+(2c-r)rn-3. 
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If 2b~r, 

if 2c<r, M-X.rn+(2b-r)rn- l +2£cri 

if 2c>r, 

if i+l<n-2, M-X=rn+(2b-r)rn-l+Eri+l+E(2c-r)ri 

if i+l=n-2, 

if ~=+1, M_X~rn+(2b-r)rn-l+rn-2+(2c_r)rn-3 

if E= -1, 

if 2b-r=O or 2b-r>1, M_X:rn+(2b-r)rn-l_rn-2_(2c_r)rn-3 

if 2b-r~1, M-X"rn+(r-l)rn-2_(2c-r)rn-3. 
.... 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2, which ends Case 1. 

Case 2: i:n-2. 

If E::-l, 

if 2b<r) M-X,,2brn-1-2crn- 2 

if 2b~r, 

if 2c(2b-r, M-X=rn+(2b-r)rn-1-2crn-2 

if 2c~2b-r, 

if 2b-r-1)O, M-X=rn+(2b-r-l)rn-l+(r-2c)rn-2 ; 

n ( ) n-2 if 2b-r-1=O, M-X"r + r-2c r ,where r-2ctO ; 

if 2b-r-l~-1, M-X.rn-2crn-2• 

If t':+1, 

if 2b+2c<r, M-X.2brn-1+2crn- 2 

if 2b+2c~r, 

if 2b+l(r, M-X",(2b+l)rn-1+(2c-r)rn-2 ; notice that we excluded the 

case 2c-r=O, which would give a GNAF containing only one term 

it 2b+Hr, 

if 2b-r~O, M-X"rn+(2b-r)rn-l+2crn-2; 

if 2b-r:-l, M-X"rn+(2c-r)rn-2, where 2c-r~O. 
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~.{ 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X):2, which ends 

Case 2. 0 

Now we have to deal with the case M~rn+brn-l+~rn-2. Because M is 

given by its GNAF, we have O<b<~, and d4 (r even). 

We need to modify the conditions given in Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, 

because rn does not satisfy them. 

H:lrn,2rn ,3rn, ••• ,(r-l)rnJ. 
rn: _brn-l_~n-2 [M]. 

Let us assume the following: 'fU:H ulrn+1j, 3B£2, j£N such that 

Brj.:L [M], IBI<r, and (j<n) or (j:n and !Blta). The differences with the 

conditions of Lemma 2.2 are that we allow B, when j=n, to be equal to a (in 

absolute value), and that we require an additional element to verify these 

conditions. 

Th W L'N'" \.J h h I I 3 B' 2 -, N . f' B' j' n+t [M] en, y t~ ~', ve sue t at e <r, €, J € satls ylng r :er , 

IB'I<r, and (j'<n) or (j'=n and IB' 1~1). The proof of this result is by 

induction on t, and works in the same way as for Lemma 2.2. We need the 

additional element, rn+1, for the case jo=n and I Bo I d. 

We still assume that these conditions are satisfied. Let Y be a 

positive integer, represented by a modified radix-r form. Exactly as we 

did in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we replace, in the form of Y, the terms 

with degree more than n, or equal to n and having a coefficient superior 

to 1 (in absolute value), by terms with degree less than n, or equal to n 

and having a coefficient (inferior or) equal to 1 (in absolute value). 

At the end, we get an integer YF which is congruent to Y modulo M, 

and which can be represented by a mcKiified radix-r form containing no more 
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nonzero coefficients than the form of Y. Moreover, this form contains no 

term with degree more than n, and either it contains no term with degree n, 

or it contains a term with degree n and coefficient equal to 1 (in abso

lute value). 

We cannot conclude that IYFI<M. If IYFI<M, then we can choose Y'=YF• 

So we assume, without loss of generality, that YF>M, and we write 

YF".Li~O ciri , where cn.{l and Icil<r for iE ITO ,n-l,D. Because YF>M, 

necessarily c .. 1 and c 1>0 (otherwise, we should have n n-

YF'rn+L~:~ (r-l)ri :: rn+rn-l_1<rn+brn-1+~rn-2",M). So 

n n-l n-2 oc-n-3 i I YF"r +c lr +c 2r +L-. 0 c.r ,where O<C l<r, and c·l<r for n- n- 1:= 1 n- 1 

iE[0,n-2J] • Now, let us replace rn by _brn-l_~rn-2, that is let us 

compute YF-M : YF-M:(c l-b)rn-1+(c 2-~)rn-2+ L ~-30 c. ri • n- n- .1-" 1 

The number of nonzero coefficients in the form of YF-M is at most the 

number of nonzero coefficients in YF' because : rn disappeared, the term 
n-l cn_1r couldn't be equal to 0, an(l, in the worst case, one nonzero term 

appeared in position n-2. Moreover, YF-M.= Y [M], and YF-M€[-M+l,M-1TI. So 

we can choose y' = YF-M, and, using Lemma 2.1, we prove that modular 

weights are identical. 

Therefore, in the case M:rn+brn-1+~n-2 in which we are interest~l, 

it is sufficient, in order to show the equivalence of modular weights, to 

check that 

'lLEHv{rn+1J, 3BeZ, jEN such that 

Brj:-L [M], IBI<r, and (j<n) or (j.n and IBI$l), which is a slight 

modification of Theorem 2.4. 

Using this, we can now state Lemma 4.3.3, which gives cases where 

modular weights are identical. 
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LEMMA 4.3.3 If W(M)=3, and if the GNAF of M is rn+brn-l+~rn-2 (O<b<~, 

r even, r~), then if bal, or (r .. 8 and b",,2), or (r.10 and 

b:2), modular weights are identical. 

Proof. We shall deal first with the general case b#l, then with the two 

particular cases. 

Case 1: h .. 1. 

Mer +r +~Lr r even, r~4 • H= r ,2r , ••• , r-1 r • n n-1 l..... n-2 ( ) f n n ( ) nJ 

n n-1 l..... n-2 [ ] r a--r -~Lr M; 

2rni_2rn-1_rrn-2 [M] .=_3rn-1 [M], 1-31<r 

3rna-(r-3)rn-1 [M], Ir-31<r ; 

2prn ... _3prn-1 [M] ; 

(2p+l)rn:(r-3p)rn-1 (M] 

Let Po be the smallest integer such that 3Po)r VPE[1,po-1D, O<3p<r and 

O<r-3p<r, and 3Po-rE[o,1,2j. 

Subcase 1: 3p -r.O (r is a multiple of 6). o 

Then 2p rn.-3p r n-1 (M].= _rn (M] ; (2p +1)rn.=O [M]. As we have already o 0 0 

seen, this enables us, by dividing by 2p +1, to go on with larger coefo 

ficients for rn, and thus to check all elements in H, plus rn+l. 

Subcase 2: 3p -r=l (r-2 is a mUltiple of 6). o 

Then 2Porna--3Porn-1 [M]:: _rn_rn-1 [M]:= ~n-2 [M] 

(2po +l)r~ _rn- 1 [M] 

(2Po+2)rn=(r-l)rn-l [M] 

(2Po+2q-1)rn=-(3q-2)rn-l [M] 

(2Po+2q)rn.=(r-(3q-2»rn-l (M] ; 1 
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We want to go on for ~qo' until 2po+2~=r, in order to check all elements 

in H, plus rn+l. But, since 3p .r+l, we find that 3q -2:~(r-6). Therefore, o 0 

Vq E: III ,qo]' 0<3q-2<r, and O<r-(3q-2)<r. 

Subcase 3: 3Po-r=2 (r+2 is a multiple of 6). 

n n n-l n-l [] L--n-2 n-l [] L--n-2 [ ] 2Por .-r -r -r M!J! llLL -r M;: -1lLJ.. M 

(2po +1)rn:irn+~rn-2_rn-1 [M]:i _2rn-1 [M] 

(2p +2q-l)rn=_(3q_l)rn-1 [M] 
o 

(2Po+2q)rn.(r-(3q-l»rn-1 [M] ; 1 
Now 2po +2qo=r leads to qo: r~4, and 3q0-1:~(r-6). Therefore, if r .. 4, we 

stop the investigation when we reach 2P04n, and, if r)10, then \1q€(fl,qoD, 
we have O<3q-I<r, and O<r-(3q-l)<r. 

So, in these three suoc.ases, we have proved that modular weights are 

identical, which ends Case 1. 

Case 1.£ r;8, b=2. 

M_8n+2.an-l+4.8n-2. Jan 2 n n n n n n} H.::\ ,.8,3. a ,4. S ,5.8 ,6.8 ,7. S • 

sn:_2•an-l_4•Sn-2 [M] ; 

2.Sna:_4.an-l_sn-1 [M] = _5.8n-1 [M] ; 

n n-l [ ] 3.S :3.S M; 

4.an=_10.an-1 [M] :: _an_2.an-1 [M] ;:4.8n-2 [M] 

5 n n n n-l] .8 =2.8 +3.S :-2.8 [M i 

n n-l ] 6.S =6.8 [M; 

7. sn: 2. Sn+5• 8~ -7. sn-l [M] 

sn+lsan-1 [M]. 

Case 3: r:l0, b:2. 

M:IOn+2.10n-I+5.10n-2. 

H ::{10n ,2 • IOn ,3 • tOn ,4 • IOn ,5 .IOn ,6 • IOn ,7 . tOn ,8 . IOn , 9.10n}. 



10n:_2.10n-1_5.10n-2 [M] 

n n-1 [ ] 2.10.=-5.10 M j 

3.10n;5.10n-1 [M] 

4.lOn;-10n [M] 

5.lOn",0 [M] ; 

6.lOn,.10n [M] 

7.10n;-5.10n-1 [M] 

8.10n:5.10n-1 [M] 

9.lOn;-10n [M] 

lOn+1.=0 [M]. ¢ 
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Lemma 4.3.4 gives cases where modular weights are not identical. 

LEMMA 4.3.4 If W(M):-3, and if the GNAF' of M is rn+brn-1+~rn-2 

(O<b<~, r even, ri6), then if b=~-1, or (r:lO and b=3), 

or (r::12 and be{2,3,4p, modular wetghts are not identical. 

Comparing Lemmas 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 shows that 

if r=4, (b::1 is the only case), then modular weights are identical j 

if r=6, if b=1 (resp. b=2), then modular weights are (resp. are not) 

identical ; 

if r.=8, if b=1 or b=2 (resp. b:3), then modular weights are (resp. are not) 

identical ; 

if r=10, if bd or b=2 (resp. be3 or b:4), then modular weights. are (resp. 

are not) identical ; 

if r;12, if b=l (resp. b:2,3,4 or 5), then mexiular weights are (resp. are 

not) identical. 
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But for r~14, we only know that if b::l (resp. b:~-l), then m~lular 

weights are (resp. are not) identical. 

Proof. We shall first deal with the general case b:-~-1, then with the 

four particular cases. 

Case 1: b .. -\r'-1. 

M=rn+(-\r'_1)rn-l+~n-2 (r even, r~6). Choose X:(-\r'_2)rn-1+-\r'rn- 2 

X€ IJ'O, M-l] , and is represented here by 1. ts GNAF. Moreover, 

6 l..... n ( ) n n-l r~ ==> '2L-2)O. X-3M::-4r , so wM X :: 1. M-X::r +r ,which is a GNAF. 

* The GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X):2. 

Case 2: r:l0, b::3. 

M=10n+3.10n-l+5.lOn-2. Choose x.....2.lOn- 1+S.10n- 2 ; XE I10,M-1,D, and is 

given by its GNAF. X+SM~7 .lOn, so wM(X)=1. M-X .. lOn+l0n-1, whlCh is a 

GNAF. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

Ca:!e 3: r.=12 , b,,2. 

M 1'111 " 12n-1 n-2 n-l n-2 n 
:: L +L.. +6.12. Choose X=l2 +6.12 • X+9M-::ll.12 , and 

M-X=12n+12n- 1, which shows that wM(X)<w~(X). 

Case 4: r:12, b~3. 

M::12n+3.12n-1+6.12n-2. Choose X:12n-1+6.12n- 2• X+3M:4.12n, an(i 

M-X::12n+2.12n-1• 

Case 5: r~12, b:4. 

M=12n+4. 12n- 1+6. 12n-2• Choose X:12n-1+6.12n- 2• X-3M=-4.12n, and 

M-X=12n+3.12n-1• ¢ 

This section, devoted to the case W(M)=3, shows that, among the 

22 forms satisfying the triangular inequality, there is only one for 

which it is possible for modular'weights to be identical, in the subcase 

M::rn+brn-l+~rn-2 (O<b<~) (Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2). In this case, when 
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b.;1, or (r=8 and b::Z), or (r=lO and b:2), modular weights are identical 

(Lemma 4.3.3). There could be other values of band r for which modular 

weights are identical. If such values exist, they have to satisfy r~14, 

and 1<b<~-1 (Lemma 4.3.4). 

A further investigation could be done, using the following meth~l : 

M.rn+brn-1+~rn-2 (r even, r~14, l<b<~-l). Choose X.xrn-l+~n-Z, where 

O<x<b ; X€ ITO,M-l], and is represented by its GNAF. M-X:::rn+(b-x)rn-l, 
which is a GNAF. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. Now choose 

k=2p-1, where p is a nonzero integer (so X+Y~/X-M). 

X+kM .. krn+«2p-l)b+p+x)rn- 1• Take x",-(2p-1)b-p+mr (meZ). Now if x satisfies 

O<x<b, and if m satisfies Ik+ml~r, then wM(X):l, because X+kM:(k+m)rn . 

More precisely : 

if p>O, we must have m>O (to have x>O), and m<p (otherwise, 

b>x~-(2p-1)b-p+pr ===!> O>r-1-2b, which contradicts b<~-l). Also, because 

we want k+mfr, we must have m<r-2p+2. So m(Min(p,r-2p+2). Now, 

for p.,2 and m:l, we get x=r-3b-2, and, because O<x<b: r-1 "b "r-3 
4 3 

for p=3 and m,,1 

for p,,3 and m"Z 

If p<O, now m<O, and m>Max(p-1,-r-Zp). 

For p:-1 and m.c-l E ~b ~r-2 (we find again Case 1 of Lemma 4.3.4) 
3 2 

For p::-2 and m .. -1 r;1 ~b ~ r~3 ; 

For p .. -2 and m .. -Z r-1/2 ,(b~r-3/2 
5/2" 2 

Thus for any b satisfying one of those inequalities, m~iular 

weights are not identical. This meth~l seems to cover quite a large 
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number of values of b ; however there still remain "holes" between 

2 and lzr-2 (for instance, for r=20 and b=2, it can be checked that mo-

dular weights are identical). In order to fill them, it is necessary 

either to exhibit a new type of X, or, on the contrary, to prove that 

modular weights are identical. For the moment, we have no general resul t 

concerning these holes; this is why we <iidn't give these results in a 

lemma. 

4.4. W(M)=4. 

In that case, it is sufficient to st~ly the cases where the GNAF 

of M has one of the forms 4.a to 4.j (see Intr~luction), so that the 

triangular inequality holds. 

Theorem 4.4.1 states that, in all these cases, m~iular weights are 

not identical. 

1HEOREM 4.4.1. If W(M),.4, then m~lular weights are not identical. 

Proof. We give here a proof only for form 4.a and refer the interested 

reader to Appendix B for the other cases. Form 4.a is as follows 

n n-l l( ) n-2 n-3 J M .. r +r +-'2 r+E r -Edr ,where Eel-l,l , and O<d<r. Because M is 

given by its GNAF, we have 1+~(r+£)<r, which implies r>3+E, and, if 

£:+1, d<~(r+1), whereas, if f:-1, d+~(r-1)<r. In both cases: 2d<r. 

Choose X=(r-l)rn-l->z(r+E)rn-2+fdrn-3; X€!I0,M-1D, and is given by its 

GNAF, because of the above remarks. M+X=2rn, so wM(X)=l. 

M-X=3rn-1+£(r-2d)rn-3 (if r=3, M-X=3n+E'(3-2d)3n-3), where:O<r-2d<r. 

So we have the GNAF of M-X. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 0 
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5. CONCLUSION. 

We proved the following : 

if W(M)=l, then modular weights are identical ; 

if W(M)?4, then modular weights are not identical 

if W(M),.2, we determined when modular weights are, and are not, 

identical 

if W(~t)=3, we showed that, among the twenty-two forms satisfying 

the triangular inequality, only one can lead to cases 

where mcxlular weights are identkaL A further study 

would be necessary. 
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APPENDIX A. 

Proof of Lemma 4.3.1. 

3.b: M=arn+~rn-1+fcri (3'a(r, E£{-1,1}, o<c~~, i~n-2). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we also have a<~, and, if i:n-2, for both 

£:+1 and £:-1, c<~. Choose X=(a_1)rn+~n-1_.Ecri ; Xe[I0,M-ID, and is given 

by its GNAF, because of the above remarks. M+X:2arn , where 2a<r, so wM(X):l. 

M-X ... rn+2€cri , where i(n-2 and 0<2c~r. So, 

if i.n-2, M-X is given by its GNAF, because then c(~. 

If i(n-2 and 2c<r, M-X is given by its GNAF. And 

j.f i(n-2 and 2c=r, then M_X=rn+.tri+1, which is a GNAF. 
~ ... 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

3.c: M=arn+brn-l+~~rn-2 (3(a<r, O<b<r, £€f-1,1}, r even). 

Because M is given by its GNAF, we have a+b<r, and, if £:+1, b<~, whereas, 

if £",-1, then b>~. Choose X=(r_b)rn-l_E~rn-2 ; XE[I0,M-ll], and is given by 

its GNAF, because of the above remarks. M+X=(a+l)rn ; because a+b<r, a+1<r, 

and wM(X)=1. M-X.:(a-l)rn+(2b+E)rn- 1• So, 

if a-1+2b+.E<r, we have the GNAF of M-X. 

n ( ) n-l I If a-l+2b+E~r, then we can write M-X=ar + 2b+f-r r ,where 12b+f-r <r. 

2b+t-r~0 (because r is even), but sign(2b+E-r) is unknown. However, 

a+b<r ::::::> a+2b+f-r<r (1), and a-l+2b+£;>r ~ r-E-2b<a (2). So if 2b+E-r>O 

(resp. (0), we use (1) (resp. (2» to show that we have the GNAF of ~1-X • 
.... 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)",2. 

3.d: M=2rn+brn-1+tcri (O<b~~, £€{-1,1}, i(n-3, O(c(~). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we have b+2<r, which implies that r~4. 
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Choose X:::rn+(r-b)rn-1-Ecri ; X€ITO, M-1]. If b>l, then r-b+1<r, and we have 

o X 2 n n-1 r i who h ° the GNAF of X, and if b .. l, then we can wnte '" r -r -ccr, lC now IS 

n n+l n-1 i the GNAF of X. X+M=4r (if r:4, X+M=r ), so wM(X)=1. M-X:2br +2€cr, 

where 2b$r, 2c(r, and i~n-3. 

If b<~ and c<~, then we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If b=~ and c<~, then M-X~rn+2£cri. 
"+1 If b.~ and C:::~, then M-X .. r n+£r1 

• In both cases, M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If b<~ and c""~, then M_X:2brn-1+£ri+1• 

If i(n-4, then we have the GNAF of M-X. 

n-l n-2 If i=n-3 and € .. +1, then M-X:2br +r ,where 1+2b<r. 

n-l n-2 If i=n-3 arKl £=-1, M-X:2br -r ,where 2b>1. In both cases, we have the 
J_ 

GNAF of M-X. In aU cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X}=2. 

3.e: M=2rn+brn-l+crn-2 (O<b(~, O<c<r). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, b+2<r, arKl b+c<r. Choose X::(r_b)rn-1_crn- 2 

X€ ITO, M-:L] , and is given by its GNAF, because c<r-b. X+M.3rn, so wM(X)::1. 

n n-l n-2 M-X.r +2br +2cr ,where 2b~r. 

n n-2 ( ) If 2b:r, then M-X= 2r + 2cr ,which is a GNAF, because 2 b+c <2r-l implies 

that 2c<r-l when 2b:r. 

If 2b=r-1, then 2c<r, and M-X=2rn+(2c-r)rn- 2, which is a GNAF. 

If 2b<r-1, and since M-X=rn+2brn-1+2crn-2 : 

if 2b+2c<r, then we have the GNAF of M-X ; 

if 2b+2c~r, we can write M-X=rn+(2b+l)rn-1+(2c-r)rn-2, where 2b+1<r. 

If 2b+1<r-1, as 2(b+c)<2r-1 => 2b+1+2c-r<r (1), and 

2b+2dr ==> r-2c<2b+l (2), we can, whatever sign(r-2c) is (if r::2c, it is 

still easier), by using (1) or (2), check that we have the GNAF of M-X. 
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If 2b+l:r-l, then M_X:2rn_rn-l+(2c_r)rn-2, where 2c-r~O (because 

2(c+b)<2r-l), and 1+r-2c<r, so this is the GNAF of M-X. 

* In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X)=2. 

3.f: M=2rn+brn-l_crn-2 (O<b'~(r+l), O<c<r). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, c<b (and therefore 2c<r and b)2), and 

b+2<r (hence r)5). Choose X.(r_b)rn-1+crn- 2 ; Xf ITO,M-l], and is given by 

n ) n n-1 n-2 its GNAF, because c+r-b<r. M+X:3r , so wM(X :1. M-X~r +2br -2cr , 

where 2~r+l and 2c<r. 

If 2b<r-1, then 1+2b<r, and 2c<2b, so we have the GNAF of M-X. 

n n-1 n-2 If 2b"r-l, then M-X.2r -r -2cr ,and this is the GNAF of M-X, because 

c<b ..=:> 2c+1<r when 2b".r-1. 

n n-2 If 2b;r, then M-X:2r -2cr ,where 2c<r, so this is the GNAF of M-X. 

If 2b::r+l, M-X:2rn+(r-2c)rn- 2, where O<r-2c<r, and again we have the GNAF 

of M-X. In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)"2. 

~ M;2rn+brn-l_~n-2 (O<b<r). 

Because M is given by its GNAF, ~<b<r-2 (hence r>..8). Choose 

X",(r_b)rn-l+~rn-2 ; XE ITO, M-ll] , and is given by its GNAF, because ~<b. 

M+X=3rn, which implies that wM(X)=1. M-X:2rn+(2b-l-r)rn-1 ; 

~<b -=:::> 2b-l-r>O, and b<r-2 ==> 2b-l-r+2<r. Hence M-X is represented by 

its GNAF, and the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)::2. 

. n '( ) n-2 n-3 ( I }.1: M:r +-2 r+E r .,.fcr EE -1,l), O<c<r, r odd). 

Clloose X::rn_~(r+€)rn-2+£crn-3 ; XE [O,M-1]], and is represented by its GNAF, 

because Mis. M+X:2rn, so wM(X)=1. M-X:rn-1+£(r-2c)rn- 3• Since Ir-2cl<r, 

this is the GNAF of M-X. The GNAFs of X and M-X show, because r-2clO for 
.... 

r odd, that w;;(X)=2. 
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3.j: M.:.rn+mn- 2+icri (EEl-l,l}, o<c'~, i'n-3). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we have, if i",n-3, for both .E., +1 and E:-l, 

c<~. Choose now X:::rn_~rn-2_fcri ; XG[O,M-ID, and is given by its GNAF, 

because of the above remark. M+X.,2rn (if r:2, M+X;rn+l ), so wM(X)=l. 

M-X:rn- l +f2cri . 

If 2c<r, we have the GNAF of M-X, since i(n-3. 

If 2 th °1 ° 3 I M X n-1 ~ H1 who h' GNAF be __ ..£.::E., en necessarl. y Itn- ,an( - "r +cr , J.C IS a ,cause 
.... 

i+l~n-3. The GNAFs of X ancl M-X show that w~(X):::2. 

Notice that, for r",2, M=2n+2n- 2+t2i (iln-4), case where m~lular weights 

were shown not to be identical in Lemma 3.2. 

3.k: M=rn+brn-2+.E~rn-3 (O<b<r, Ee{-l,lj, r even, r~4). 

Because this is thE GNAF of M, if f=+l, b<~, and, if £=-1, b>~. 

Case 1: f = -1. -----
n n-2 0-3 n n-2 L.. n-3 IT. ]] Ihen fl-br +br -~r • Choose X:r -br +-:11.r ; XE u.0,M-l ,and is given 

n n-l ( . n-2 by its GNAF, because b>~. M+X:2r , hence wM(X)=1. M-X=r + 2b-l-r)r ; 

~<b<r :=:) 2b-1-r>O and 1+2b-l-r<r, thus proving that we have the GNAF of 
-'c 

M-X. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X);:2 when t=-1. 

Case 2: e= +1. 

M=rn+brn-2+mn-3. Choose Xarn-(2b+l)rn-2 ; 2b+l<r (because b<~), so 

X€[J0,M-1] and is given by its GNAF. X+2M .. 3rn , so wM(X) .. 1. 

M-X.(3b+l)rn-2+~rn-3. 

If 3b+l<r and 3b+l+~<r, then we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If 3b+l<r and 3b+l+~)r, then we can write M-X=(3b+2)rn-2_~rn-3, 

where 3b+2>~r. So, 

j.f 3E+1<r-~, we have the GNAF of M-X ; 

~3~1~r-l, then M_X:rn-l_~rn-3, which is a GNAF. 

Jf 3b+l~r, we can write M-X=rn-l+(3b+l_r)rn-2+~rn-3, where 3b+l-r}O 
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b<~ ==> 1+3b+l-r<r and ~+3b+l-r<r, so this is the GNAF of M-X. 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2 when t=+1. 

3.1: M:arn_~(r+Orn-l+~crn-2 (3,a<r, EE{-l,l}, O<c<r, r odd). 

Oloose X=~(r+£)rn-l_Ecrn-2 ; XE:[I0,M-l]J, and is represented by its GNAF, 

because M 1.s. M+X=arn , so wM(X)=l. M-X:(a-l)rn+t(2c-r)rn- Z, where !Zc-rl<r, 

and 2c-rJfO (because r is odd). Therefore we have the GNAF of M-X, and the 
"'( 

GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X)::Z. 

3.m: M.arn_~n-l+tcri (3~a<r, eEf -1,1 J, o<c~~, i(n-2). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we have, if i",n-Z, for both €,,+1 and b-l, 

c<~. Choose X"~rn-l_£cri ; XE[I0,M-l], and is represented by its GNAF, 

because of the above remark. M+X;arn , so wM(X):l. M-X=(a-1)rn+2£cri • 

If c<~, then we have the GNAF' of M-X, because i~n-Z. 

If c::~, then necessarily i~n-2, and M_X.(a_l)rn+£ri +1 , which is the GNAF 
~'( 

of M-X, because i+1$n-2. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~1(X)=2. 

n n-1 1 n-2 ( }) 3.n: M=ar -br +E'2r'r 3fa<r, O<b<r, f.Ei-1,1 , r even. 

n-1 rl n-2 ~ D Because we have the GNAF of M, b<a. Choose X:br -c'2r'r ; XE uO,M-1 , 

and is given by its GNAF, because ~1 is. M+X=arn , so wM(X)= 1. 

M-X:arn-(2b-E)rn- l . So, 

if 2b-f.<a, then M-X is given here by its GNAF. 

If 2b-E~a, then we can write M-X=(a-l)rn-(2b-E-r)rn- 1 , where !2b-E-rl<r, 

and 2b-£-rjiO, because r is even. b<a<r => Zb-E-r<a-l (1), and 

2b-£~a ==> a-l+€+r~2b<r (2). So, whatever sign(2b-£-r) is, we can, by 

using (1) or (2), check that we have the GNAF of M-X. In all cases, the 

GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X):Z. 
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n n-2 1.- n-3 ( 3.0: M=ar -br -~Lr 3(a(r, O<b<r). 

Because M is given by its GNAF, we have b+-k<r, or 2b+-1 <r. Choose 

X",brn- 2+krn- 3 ; X£ITO,M-1], and is given here by its GNAF. M+X .. arn , so 

( n ( ) n-2 wM X);1. M-X::ar - 2b+-1 r ,which is a GNAF. The GNAFs of X and M-X show 
J. 

that w~(X)=2. 

~ M"2rn-brj+~cri (O<b<r, jcn-l or j=n-2, EEl-l,l}, O<c<r, i~j-l, r~3). 

We shall successively study the cases j=n-l, and j=n-2. 

Case 1: j::n-1. 

. n n-l c i (. 2) Because M is given by Its GNAF, b::1, so M,,2r -r +ccr I(n- • Notice that, 

if i"n-2, then necessarily £=-1, and c+1<r. Choose X ... r n- 1_fcri ; X€OO,M-IJ], 

and is given by its GNAF, because of the above remark. M+X,,2rn , so wM(X)::1. 

M-X:rn+(r-2)rn- 1+2€cr i . 

If i<n-2, 

if 2c<r, H-X is given here by its GNAF. 

n ( ) n-1 i+1 E( ) i If 2c~r, then M-X=r + r-2 r +Er + 2c-r r , where 1+2c-r<r. So, 

if i+l<n-2, M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If i+l=n-~, then M-X=rn+(r-2)rn-1+Ern-2+f(2c-r)rn-3 

if £=+1, r-2+t<r, so we have the GNAF of M-X. 

if £,,-1, IEI<r-2, and M-X is given by its GNAF, unless r,,3, in which 

2 f n n-l n-2 n-3 n n-2 n-3 whO h' GNAF case 2c)r => c: , an( M-X.:3 +3 -3 -3 :::3 +2 .• 3 -3 , IC l.S 3. • 

n ( ) n-l n-2 If i",n-~, then £::-1, and M-X"r + r-2 r -2cr ,where c+l<r. 

If 2c<r-2, then M-X is represented by its GNAF. 

If 2c~r-2, then we can write M-X::rn+(r-3)rn-1+(r-2c)rn-2. Sign(r-2c) is 

unknown, but 2c~r-2 -=> r-3+r-2c<r (1), and c+1<r ..:::> 2c-r<r-3 (2). So, 

whatever sign(r.-2c) is (r-2c=O is still easier), we can, by using (1) or 

(2), check that M-X is given by its GNAF. Notice moreover that r-3",O and 
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r-2c:O cannot occur simultaneously. In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X 
J". 

show that w~(X):2, which ends Case 1. 

Case 2: j:"n-2. 

M.2rn-brn-2+Ecri (i~n-3). Choose X:brn-2-fcri ; XE: ITO,M-ID, and is given 

by its GNAF, because Mis. M+X=2rn, so wM(X)~l. M-X:2rn-2brn- 2+2Ecri
. 

We shall successively deal with the cases i<n-3, and i::n-3. 

Subcase 1: i<n-3. 

If 2b<r, 

if 2c<r, then M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 2c~r, then we can write M-X:2rn-2brn-2+Eri+l+e(2c-r)ri, where 

onc-r and 2c-r+1<r. So, 

i·f i+1<n-3, M-X is given by its GNAF. 

1f i+1=n-3, 

n n-2 n-3 ( ) n-4 if E;; +1, M-X. 2r - 2br +r + 2c-r r , which is a GNAF, because 2b> 1. 

If E:-l, M-X:2rn-2brn-2_rn-3_(2c_r)rn-4, where 2b<r. 

If 2b+l<r, then M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 2b+l=r, M-~2rn_rn-l+(r_l)rn-3_(2c_r)rn-4, which is a GNAF, 

because O~2c-r<r-l. 

If 2b~r, then we can write M-X=2rn-rn-1_(2b-r)rn-2+2fcri, where 2b-r+1<r. 

If 2c<r, then M-X is given by its GNAF (since i<n-3). 

If 2c~r, M-X=2rn-rn-1_(2b-r)rn-2+Eri+l+c(2c-r)ri, where 2c-r~O and 2c-r+l<r. 

If i+1<n-3, M-X is given by its GNAF ; 

if i+1=n-3, 

if £:'-1, M-X=2rn_rn-l_(2b_r)rn-2_rn-3_(2c_r)rn-4, which is a GNAF. 

C M X "n n-1 (2b ) n-2 n-3 (2 ) n-4 ~+1, - =Lr -r - -r r +r + c-r r ,where 2b-r)O. So, 

if 2b-r=O or 2b-r>1, then we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If 2b-r:l, then M-X.2rn-rn-l_(r_l)rn-3+(2c_r)rn-4, which is a GNAF. 
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.~ 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X) :::2, which ends Subcase 1. 

Subcase 2: i=n-3. 

M",2rn_brn-2+Ecrn-3. Because this is the GNAF of M, we have, if E::: +1, c<b, 

. n n-2 n-3 and, 1f £=-1, c+b<r. Now, M-X:2r -2br +2Ecr . 

n n-2 n-3 If f::+1, t:fal M-X:2r -2br +2cr ,where c<b. 

If 2b<r, then 2c<2b<r, so M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 2b~r, ~1_X:::2rn_rn-1_(2b-r)rn-2+2crn-3, where 2b-r~0, and 2b-r+1<r. So, 

if 2c<2b-r, M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 2c>2b-r, M-X=2rn-rn-1_(2b-r-1)rn-2+(2c-r)rn-3, where -1'2b-r-1<r-1. 

If 2b-r-1>0, 2b-r-1+1<r, c<b => 2c-r<2b-r-1 (1), and 

2c)2b-r ~ r-2c+2b-r-l<r (2). So, whatever sign(2c-r) is, by using (1) or 

(2), we can see that M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 2b-r-hO, M-X=2rn-rn- 1+(2c-r )rn- 3 , which is a GNAF. 

n n-1 n-3 If 2b-r-i=-1, M-X:2r -r +2cr ,where 2c<r (because 2b=r and c<b), 

so this is the GNAF of M-X. 

n n-2 n-3 If f~-l, then M-X;2r -2br -2cr ,where c+b<r. 

If 2b+2c<r, then M-X is represented by its GNAF. 

If 2b+2c>r, 

if 2b+l<r, we can write M-X=2rn_(2b+1)rn-2_(2c-r)rn-3. Now, 

c+b<r ==> 2b+1+2c-r<r (1), allil 2b+2c)r ==> r-2c<2b+1 (2). So, if 2c-r>0 

(resp. <0), we use (1) (resp. (2» to check that we have the GNAF of M-X 

(which is also the case if 2c-r::O). 

If 2b+hr, then 2c<r (otherwi.se, b+c<r would not be satisfied), and we 

. 2 n n-1 ( ) n-2 n-3 can wrl.te M-X= r -r - 2b-r r -2cr ,where -1~2b-r<r-1. 

J.f 2b-r>0, M-X is given by its GNAF, because b+c<r => 2b-r+2c<r. 

n n-1 n-3 If 2b-r r O, M-X=2r -r -2cr ,which i.s a GNAF. 

If 2b-r:-l, M-X".2rn-rn-l+(r_2c)rn-3, which is a GNAF. 
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.'-

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that \VM(X):2, which ends 

Subcase 2. 

~ M",rn_\(r+£)rn-2+Ecrn-3 (ttl-l,lj, O<c<r, r odd). 

Because M is given by its GNAF, c<\(r+l) for both £=+1 and E::.-l. O1oose 

X=~(r+£)rn-2_.fcrn-3 ; Xc [0, M-l], and is given by its GNAF, because of the 

n n-l E( ) n-3 above remark. M+X:r , so wM(X):::;l. M-X=(r-l)r - r-2c r , where 

0<r-2c<r, so we have the GNAF of M-X. The GNAFs of X amI M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

3.r: M.,rn_krn- 2-ttcri (f.e {-l,l}, O(c~~, i,n-3). 

Because M is given by its GNAF, we have, if i:n-3, c(~ for both £=-1 an(l 

£=+1. O1oose X=~rn-2_Ecri ; XE" ITo ,~1-1 IJ, and is given by its GNAF, because 

n ( ) () n-l i M is. M+X:r , so wM X = 1. M-X: r-1 r +2fcr. 

If 2c<r, then M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 2c...:=r, then necessarily i<n-3, and M_X=(r_1)rn- 1+Eri +1 , which is a GNAF. 

The GNAFs of X amI M-X shO\v that w~(X)=2. 

Notice that, for r::2, M=2n_2n-2+f2 i (i~n-4), case where modular weights 

were shown not to be identical in Lemma 3.2. 

n n-2 1:: n-3 ( ) 3.s: M .. r -br +f2rr O<b(r, eel-l,l} • 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we have, if E= -1, b<~, and, if £=+1, b>~. 

O1oose X"brn-2_f~rn-3 ; XEITO,M-l], and is given by its GNAF, because 

Mis. M+X:rn , so wM(X)=l. M-X:rn-(2b-E)rn- 2• 

1££::-1, then 2b-f.:.2b+l<r (because b<~), and so we have the GNAF of M-X. 

lJ...E= +1, then M-X=(r-l)rn- 1-(2b-l-r)rn- 2, and ~<b<r ==> 0<2b-l-r<r-i, 

which proves that we have the GNAF of M-X. In both cases, the GNAFs of X 

and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 
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3. t: M:3n_2.3n- 2+E3i (€£ {-1, 1}, i(n-4). 

Choose X;2.3n- 2-E3i ; X£[O,M-l], and is given by its GNAF. M+X::3n , so 

( ) n-l n-2 i wM X =1. M-X:2.3 -3 +2£3, which is a GNAF, because i~n-4. The GNAFs 

of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

3.u: M:rn_brn-3_~rn-4 (O<b<r). 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we have b+~<r, or 2b+l<r. Choose 

X", brn- 3 +~n-4 ; X € [0, M-l ], and is given by its GNAF, because M is. 

n ( ) n ( ) n-3 M+X=r, so wM X:1. M-X:r - 2b+l r , which is a GNAF. The GNAFs of X and 

M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

3.v: M.::2n-211f2i 0,..n-3, n-4 or n-5, tel-l,l}, i$j-2). 

This form was studied in Lemma 3.2. 0 
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APPENDIX B. 

Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. 

n n-1 n-2 l' i 1 ) ~.b: M,.r +r +~r +c.dr (Ef{-1,1
f
, O<d~k, i(n-3, r even, n4 • 

Because M is represented by its GNAF, we have, if i~n-3, d<~ for both 

c= -1 and t:+1. Choose X:(r_1)rn-1_~rn-2_Edri ; XE ITO,M-1], and is given 

by its GNAF, because of the above remark. M+X=2rn , so wM(X)=1. 

n-1 i M-X=3r +2fdr, where 2d~r. 

If 2d<r, then we have the GNAF of M-X, because i~n-3. 

If 2d:r, then necessarily i<n-3, and M_X::3rn- 1+tri+1, which is a GNAF. 

The GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)::2. 

n n-I i i-1 l ) 4.c:_ M"r +r +£cr +£~ (t:~1-1,1 J' O<c<r, i(n-2, r even, r~4 • 

Because this is the GNAF of M, we have c+k<r, or 2c+1<r, and, if i .. n-2, 

n-1 i L i-I then necessarily £:+1, and c+1<r. Choose X=(r-1)r -fcr -hrr 

xel]0,M-1J], and is given by its GNAF, because of the above remarks. M+X.,2r
n

, 

( ) n-1 ( ) i so wM X =1. M-X:2r +£ 2c+l r • 

If i<n-2, then we have the GNAF of M-X, since 2c+I<r. 

If i::;n-2, then E:: +1, and M-X::2rn- I+(2c+I)rn- 2, where 2c+l<r. 

If 2+2c+1<r, then M-X is gi.ven by its GNAF. 

n-I ( ) n-2 If r+2>2+2c+I~r, then we can write M-X=3r - r-2c-1 r ,where 

2~r-2c-1)1. Therefore, we have the GNAF of M-X. 
... 

In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X),,2. 

n n-1 n-2 n-3 4.d: M...r +r +cr -kr (O<c<r). 

Because M is given by its GNAF, we have k<c<r-l (hence r~6). Choose 

X,,(r-1)rn-I_crn-2+krn-3 ; X E ITO,M-IJ] , and is given by its GNAF, because 
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n n-l ( ) n-2 of the above remark. M+X=2r , so wM(X):l. M-X:3r + 2c-l-r r ; 2c-l-r)O, 

because c>~, and 3+2c-l-r<r, because c<r-l. So this is the GNAF of M-X • 
• L. 

The GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X)=2. 

4.e: M=rn+2rn-l+€crn-2+f~n-3 ~€I-l,lJ' O<c<r, r even, r~4). 

Because we have the GNAF of M, c<~, and, if £=-1, c:l. Choose 

X=(r-2)rn-l_tcrn-2_t~n-3 ; X€ITO,M-1D, and i.s given by its GNAF, because 

n n-l ( ) n-2 of the above remarks. M+X:2r , so wM(X)~l. M-X;4r +£ 2c+1 r ,where 

2c+l<r. 

If E:+l, 

if d6, 

if 4+2c+l<r, then M-X is given by its GNAF. 

If 4+2c+l~r, then M-X~5rn-l_(r_2c_l)rn-2, where 4~r-2c-l>O, which proves 

that we have the GNAF of M-X. 

If r=4, M-X:rn+(2c+l)rn-2, which is a GNAF. 

n 1 n 2 n n-2) Jf E=-l, then cd, and M-X:::4r - -3r - (if r=4, then M-X=r -3r ,which 

is a GNAF. In all cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

and is given by its GNAF. 

M+X:2.4
n

, so wM(X): 1. M-X:4n-1+3E4n- 3, which is a GNAF. The GNAFs of X and 

M-X show that w~(X)=2. 

~ M=3n+3n-2+3n-3+3n-4. 

Choose X=3n_3n-2_3n-3_3n-4 ; XEITO,M-1D, and is given by its GNAF. M+X::2.3n, 

( ) n-l n-4 so wM X =1. M-X.:3 -3 ,which is a GNAF. The GNAFs of X and M-X show that 

w~(X)=2. 
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4.h: M=3n+2f3n-2_£3n-3_f3n-4 (EE [-1,1]). 

If E:+1, choose X:3n_2.3n-2+3n-3+3n-4 ; X €[J0,M-11] , and is given by its GNAF. 

n n-l n-4 M+X=2.3 , so wM(X)=1. M-X=3 +3 ,which is a GNAF. 

If c:-1, choose X:2.3n-2_3n-3_3n-4 ; X€UO,M-IIJ, and is given by its GNAF. 

n ( n-l n-4 M+X=3 , so wM X) ... l. M-X.2.3 -3 ,which is a GNAF • 
. '-

In both cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that wM(X)a2. 

~.i: M:a4n_2.4i+2+f4i+1+2£4i (a",1 and i=n-4, or a,,3 and i::n-3, Eef-1,lj). 

Choose X:::2.4i+2_t4i+l_2~4i ; X€[O ,M-1 1], and is given by its GNAF. 

n ( ) n i+3 i+1 M+X~a4 , so wM X :1. M-X=a4 -4 +3£4 • 

If a",1 and i::n-4, then M-X:3.4n- 1+3E4n- 3 , which is a GNAF. 

If a:3 and i:n-3, then M-X=2.4n+3f4n- 2, which is a GNAF. 

In both cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that W~(X)=2. 

u.. M:a3n_3i+2_3i+1_3i (a::1 and i:n-4, or a=2 and i::n-3). 

i+2 i+l i ~ ] . Choose X:;3 +3 +3 ; XE uO,M-1 ,and 1S represented by 

'+3 . 
M+X.:a3n , so wM(X)" 1. M-X=a3n-3]' +3]'. 

n-1 n-4 If a~ and i:n-4, then M-X .... 2.3 +3 ,which is a GNAF. 

Jf a-::2 and i::n-3, then M_X=3n+3n-3, which is a GNAF. 

In both cases, the GNAFs of X and M-X show that w~(X):2. <) 

its GNAF. 
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